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SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION 

The Townsend Group (“Townsend”), in consultation with Staff, recommends a commitment of up to $62 million to 
Exeter Industrial Fund IV, L.P. (“Exeter IV” or the “Fund”) for the New Mexico State Investment Council’s (“NMSIC”) 
tactical real estate portfolio.   

 

Exeter IV is a $1.275 billion closed-end comingled fund for value-add warehouse and light industrial real estate 
investments across twenty to thirty distribution centers and e-commerce hubs primarily in the U.S.  The strategy is 
majority acquisition with a small development component, targeting low to mid-teen net IRRs with modest leverage 
over an eight year fund life.  The Fund will primarily acquire large “big box” warehouses and smaller last mile 
warehouses and multi-tenant light industrial properties.  The strategy is to assemble a mix of well-leased assets, 
under-leased assets, and development/ redevelopment projects in order to provide current distributable income 
and a good risk adjusted levered IRR overall.  Targeted markets are the traditional large distribution centers, and e-
commerce hubs, and niche distribution cities and last mile assets in high growth markets.  Well-leased assets 
typically have short term lease expirations and thereby garner higher going in cap rates.  Value is created by the 
successful renewal or re-leasing to extend term at market rates, or lease-up of vacancy in the case of under-leased 
acquisitions.  Development of core product and re-development to a core-like quality will also be targeted.  Exeter is 
very experienced in individual acquisition for assemblage of a portfolio that can garner a portfolio premium upon 
exit. 

 

The recommendation to invest in Exeter IV would be a follow on commitment to NMSIC’s $35 million, 2014 
commitment to Exeter Industrial Fund III (“Exeter III”).  As of 3Q16, Exeter III has called 70% of NMSIC’s capital and 
generated a 16.3% net IRR.  NMSIC also has a small exposure to Exeter Industrial Fund I (“Exeter I”) through the 
2007 commitment to American Value Partners I (“AVP I”), an emerging manager fund of funds.  Exeter I 
represented 12.5% of AVP I’s portfolio based on original commitment and has generated an 11% net IRR and 1.7x 
net multiple.  An investment in Exeter IV has been vetted with NMSIC Staff and was compared with other 
investment alternatives in the value add industrial space.  Overall Exeter IV was selected given the thematic 
opportunity, experienced manager in the industrial sector, strong historical performance, and existing manager 
relationship.  Further, NMSIC is focused on the core plus / value added space over the near term given the forecast 
run off of legacy investments in this risk profile within its broader portfolio.  
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Exeter IV meets the following portfolio and performance objectives: 

 

1. Addresses NMSIC’s 10% real estate target allocation, diversifying vintage year exposure within core 
strategic and tactical sectors;  

2. Addresses the need to continue to add tactical investments within the portfolio based upon an over-
commitment to tactical strategies within an acceptable range to reach the target exposure;   

3. Provides medium-risk and diversified geographic exposure;  

4. Provides a net return target which is expected to exceed that of NMSIC’s benchmark NFI-ODCE. 

5. NMSIC portfolio is underweight in Industrial relative to the benchmark on a NAV + unfunded basis. 

 
EXETER IV SUMMARY (SEE EXHIBIT A FOR THE FULL INVESTMENT REVIEW) 

STRATEGY: 

Exeter is a vertically integrated real estate investment firm focused exclusively on the industrial property sector.  
The Philadelphia-based firm was founded in 2006 by Ward Fitzgerald (CEO) and Tim Weber (CFO) and is an 
independent firm 100% owned by its current employees.  Members of Exeter’s twenty-person senior team average 
20+ years of real estate experience with most having directly worked together at prior employers or worked in the 
same regional markets.  Exeter has thirteen offices across the U.S. with a professional staff of 97 including in-house 
employees for leasing, property management, construction management, and asset management.  Equity AUM is 
now $4.7 billion across managed funds and accounts.  Exeter team members have invested in and managed 
properties through multiple market cycles since the late-1980’s.  The 10 Investment Committee members 
previously held roles in public industrial REITs and private developer/operator firms - experience that provides 
useful insight today regarding acquisition and disposition motivations of the competitive set, lessons learned, as 
well as on-going industry relationships.  

 

Exeter acquires well-leased assets with short remaining lease terms, acquires under-leased assets with vacancy, and 
develops core or redevelops existing properties to high quality core-like product.  Exeter IV will ultimately represent 
a mix of several property sub-types, across as many as 20 industrial markets nationally. 

 

The potential for relative outperformance is introduced by the targeted property types’ inherent exposure to e-
commerce, a long term demand driver.  Over the past year, e-commerce leasing has continued to accelerate, 
boosting demand by 30-40%.1  It is a reasonable expectation that e-commerce continues to grow as a percentage of 
retail sales, and creates disproportionate demand growth relative to other industrial product and general resiliency 
in and after a downturn should one occur during the life of this Fund.  The industrial sector has experienced strong 
rent growths over the past year (high single digits) and net absorption has continued to outpace supply.  While 
overall occupancy growth is beginning to flatten, market rent growth continues to trend higher as national 
availability rates are near 15-year lows. 2  At this point in the market cycle the industrial sector remains attractive. 

 

It remains difficult to gain exposure to the industrial sector, and Exeter’s experience and dedicated industrial focus 

                                                 
1 Green Street Advisors 
2 Green Street Advisors and CBRE Econometric Advisors 
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is unique among the available investment universe.  The Manager is performance minded, and historical 
performance has been good across its products. This fund series approach/strategy was tested by the GFC with 
Fund I and the absolute as well as the relative performance survived well, top quartile performer.  Performance 
over the entire series is comprised of 226 transactions starting in 2007, only three of which produced a loss and one 
of which is projected to produce a loss.  Realizations jumped significantly with a large portfolio sale at the end of 
2015, making the track record for the fund series 45% realized since inception. 

 
COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES/ISSUES AND CONCERNS (SEE EXHIBIT A FOR MORE DETAIL): 

The primary advantages of Exeter IV are: 

• Thematic Market Opportunity; 

• Experienced Specialist; 

• Platform Structure; 

• Prior Performance; and 

• Fund fees. 

 

Although Townsend believes Exeter IV represents an attractive investment opportunity for NMSIC, the following 
concerns should be considered prior to making this investment: 

• Expansion Plans; 

• Vintage Year Risk; and 

• Potential for Underperformance versus Target Return. 

 
NMSIC REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS WITH EXETER IV 

Exeter IV represents a follow-on investment within the value-add industrial sector with a low to mid-teens net IRR 
target return.  An investment in Exeter IV is in compliance with each of the main parameters established by NMSIC’s 
approved Real Estate Investment Policy.  Exeter IV represents NMSIC’s first tactical commitment of 2017.  The Fund 
provides a value-added risk profile which balances the forecast run off of legacy investments in this risk profile 
within the broader portfolio.   

 

The pacing model for NMSIC’s 2017-2018 Real Estate Investment Plan calls for approximately $175-185 million in 
new non-core tactical commitments annually (based on targeting 55% core and 45% non-core weightings). 
However, commitments can be accelerated or decelerated based on the quality of the opportunity set, market 
environment or core vs. non-core target weightings.  The proposed up to $62 million commitment to Exeter IV 
represents a follow-on investment to the 2014 commitment of $35 million to Exeter III.  Due to the continued 
success by Exeter, they have had strong investor interest for Exeter IV.  Exeter has closed on $900 million and has 
interested capital for the remaining $375 million of available capital.  At this time Exeter can offer NMSIC a 
minimum allocation of $42 million but potentially up to $62 million.  As the NMSIC Real Estate portfolio continues 
to be repositioned NMSIC may make larger commitments in its 2017 (and beyond) tactical investments than done 
so in the past.   
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TARGET ALLOCATIONS FOR THE OVERALL REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO, AND TO CORE STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL 
ASSETS 

NMSIC’s target allocation to real estate is 10%.  As of September 30, 2016, the real estate exposure is approximately 
8.9% of total fund assets on a funded basis.  Inclusive of all existing unfunded commitments expected to be drawn 
and accounting for the proposed up to $62 million commitment to Exeter IV, NMSIC’s real estate exposure would 
be approximately 12.8%, if all funded today. However, the commitments made in the tactical portfolio are drawn 
over multi-year periods; thus as stated in the policy, real estate commitments continue to be recommended to 
achieve the targeted 10% funded real estate allocation while accounting for distributions per the pacing model. 

 
The Real Estate Investment Policy also establishes risk management policies for the total portfolio, including ranges 
for real estate investment strategies as presented below.   
 

NMSIC Real Estate Portfolio Sub-Allocations 
Type Range 
Core Strategic 40%-70% 
Tactical 30%-60% 
Public Real Estate Investment Trusts 0%-10% 

 

As of September 30, 2016, NMSIC’s portfolio had an approximate 44% sub-allocation to tactical investments (based 
on market value) and an approximate 56% sub-allocation to core strategic.  The current allocations are within the 
established policy ranges.  When including existing unfunded commitments and the recommended up to $62 
million investment to Exeter IV, NMSIC’s tactical portfolio exposure increases to approximately 54%.  Given the 
closed-end nature of the tactical portfolio, commitments are called over two to five year investment periods while 
capital is expected to be returned from existing investments simultaneously.  In this context over the next 12-24 
months, approximately $150 million or 20% of the tactical portfolio’s 3Q16 market value is expected to be 
distributed.  

 
The chart below shows a snapshot of adding the Exeter IV investment to the real estate portfolio. The tactical 
investments drive the over-commitment for the total portfolio in the range of approximately 1.4x, which is slightly 
higher than Townsend’s recommended range for over-commitments (1.3x).  However, this is accounted for in 
Townsend’s pacing model for NMSIC’s portfolio and is reasonable given the significant amount of unfunded capital 

Tactical Value-
Add
25%

Tactical 
Opportunistic

21%

Tactical Credit
8%

Tactical Real Estate Projected Sector Diversification
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versus NAV, in addition to the expected near term return of capital from legacy investments.  Approximately, $175 
million of total capital commitments are anticipated during 2017 based on NMSIC’s 10% allocation to Real Estate.  
Because closed-end funds do not provide investors with sustained market exposure equal to the amount of the 
funds’ respective commitments, Townsend recommends that investors over-commit to closed ended tactical 
strategies within an acceptable range to reach the target exposure.   
 
NMSIC’S REAL ESTATE PORTFOLIO STATUS RELATIVE TO TARGET ALLOCATIONS INCLUDING EXETER IV 
At the 10% target, the tactical real estate allocation is over-committed by approximately $330 million (representing an over commitment of 

approximately 1.4x) - the allocation is within policy ranges and represent acceptable over-commitment multiples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Unfunded commitments includes 75% of all outstanding commitments to approximate the prolonged exposure of closed-end 

fund commitments and the proposed up to $62 million commitment to Exeter IV 

 
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES 

The stated return objective for NMSIC’s real estate portfolio is to outperform the NFI-ODCE index on a net of fees 
basis over rolling five-year periods.  Exeter IV has a target net return target in the low to mid-teens which is 
supportive of this objective as it is expected to exceed that of the NFI-ODCE. 

 
COMMITMENT SIZE AND MANAGER CONCENTRATION EVALUATION 

NMSIC’s policy with respect to investment size limitations states that the amount of equity that may be invested in 
a single investment is limited to no more than 25% of the total real estate allocation determined at the time of the 
initial investment.  According to NMSIC’s investment policy, a single investment is defined as any single stand-alone 
investment made or any single investment within a commingled investment vehicle.  The proposed up to $62 
million commitment to Exeter IV is in compliance with such investment size constraint.   

NMSIC has a maximum manager exposure limit of 35% with respect to the Real Estate portfolio, although NMSIC 
monitors broader exposure to its managers particularly across the private asset classes.  The proposed up to $62 
million commitment to Exeter IV will result in an aggregate exposure of approximately 3.9% to the real estate 
portfolio, when combined with the existing allocation to Exeter III, (based on market value plus unfunded) and 
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therefore adheres to the policy limit of 35%.  Given limited Staff resources, more scalable relationships assist in the 
overall management of the portfolio.  

 
DIVERSIFICATION ANALYSIS 
NMSIC does not have a target diversification constraint for sectors or regions but seeks to be prudently diversified 
as part of the portfolio’s overall risk management efforts.  While the policy permits a significant amount of flexibility 
with respect to property type diversification (+/- 15% of NFI-ODCE weight), NMSIC should only take measured risk 
when warranted.   

 
The charts below display NMSIC’s projected property type and geographic diversification in relation to the +/- 15% 
range of the NFI-ODCE benchmark as of 3Q16, including the proposed investment in Exeter IV3.  The portfolio 
remains underweight to the retail and office sectors, compared to the ODCE, due to the exposure to “other” 
primarily as a result of NMSIC’s legacy portfolio.  Assets in the “other” property type category include: self-storage, 
student housing, senior housing, and mixed use.  At this point in the cycle an underweight to the office sector and a 
focus on increasing property exposure to industrial and retail continues to be part of portfolio construction 
initiatives.  It should be mentioned that while NMSIC’s benchmark is the NFI-ODCE, the portfolio is not intended to 
mirror the NFI-ODCE.  A good example of this is that the NFI-ODCE has no international exposure, yet a properly 
structured real estate portfolio should consider diversifying by country. 

   
 
 
 
LEVERAGE EVALUATION 
Per NMSIC’s leverage policy, the tactical portfolio has a maximum loan-to-value (“LTV”) limitation of 75%.  As of 
3Q16, the tactical portfolio’s weighted average leverage was approximately 42%.  Exeter IV will utilize moderately 
high leverage (65% cap).  When including the proposed up to $62 million commitment to Exeter IV at the fund’s 
leverage cap, the resulting NMSIC tactical portfolio leverage would be approximately 43% which remains compliant 
with the respective policy.  

 
PLACEMENT AGENTS 
According to its submission for compliance with the Transparency and Disclosure (“T&D”) Policy and as discussed 

                                                 
3 Source: Diversification charts calculated by The Townsend Group based on NMSIC’s 3Q16 diversification, including all new commitments and 
the proposed up to $62 million Exeter IV commitment. 
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with Staff and the Townsend Group, Exeter was not represented in any capacity by a third party sales agent in 
connection with this potential investment by NMSIC.  Following approval of the investment by the Council 
Investment Committee and full State Investment Council, if so approved, Exeter’s T&D submission will be posted to 
the NMSIC website for the required amount of time prior to execution of the subscription documents. 

 
The attached document was prepared by Townsend Holdings LLC (d/b/a The Townsend Group, solely at the request 
of, and for the benefit of, The State of New Mexico State Investment Council (“NMSIC”) for the purpose of assisting 
NMSIC in evaluating a prospective investment in the Fund. This is a public version of the investment 
recommendation. Portions of the original document have been removed for confidentiality purposes. This public 
document does not constitute an advertisement, investment advice or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale 
of any financial instrument. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investing involves risk, including 
possible loss of principal. 



E x e t e r  I n d u s t r i a l  V a l u e  F u n d  I V ,  L . P .  

Investment Summary – New Mexico State Investment Council 
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EXETER INDUSTRIAL VALUE FUND IV, L.P. INVESTMENT SUMMARY 

 

Exeter Property Group (“Exeter” or the “Sponsor”) is forming Exeter Industrial Value Fund IV (“Fund IV” or 

the “Fund”), a $1.275 billion closed-end commingled fund for value-add warehouse and light industrial real 

estate investments across twenty to thirty distribution centers and e-commerce hubs. The Fund will 

primarily acquire large “big box” warehouses and smaller last mile warehouses and multi-tenant light 

industrial properties. The strategy is to  assemble a mix of well-leased assets, under-leased assets, and 

development/ redevelopment projects in order to provide current distributable income and a good risk 

adjusted levered IRR overall.  Targeted markets are the traditional large distribution centers, e-commerce 

hubs, and niche distribution cities and last mile assets in high growth markets. Well-leased assets typically 

have short term lease expirations and thereby garner higher going cap rates. Value is created by the 

successful renewal or re-leasing to extend term at market rates, or lease-up of vacancy in the case of under-

leased acquisitions.  Development of core product and re-development to a core-like quality will likely be 

targeted as well. The Manager is very experienced in individual acquisition for assemblage of a portfolio 

that can garner a portfolio premium upon exit.    

 

Exeter is a vertically integrated real estate investment firm focused exclusively on the industrial property 

sector. The Philadelphia-based firm was founded in 2006 by Ward Fitzgerald (CEO) and Tim Weber (CFO) 

and is an independent firm 100% owned by its current employees. Members of Exeter’s twenty-person 

senior team average 20+ years of real estate experience with most having directly worked together at prior 

employers or worked in the same regional markets. The Manager has thirteen offices across the US with a 

professional staff of 97 including in-house employees for leasing, property management, construction 

management, and asset management. Equity AUM is now $4.7 billion across managed funds and accounts. 

 

Manager Highlights 

 

• The platform is an independent, non-conflicted platform that is well aligned with investors. 

• The firm is a specialist in industrial real estate with more expertise, experience, industry 

presence/brand recognition, and in-place relationships than non-specialists. 

• The potential for relative outperformance is introduced by the targeted property types’ inherent 

exposure to e-commerce, a long term demand driver. 

• Historical performance has been good across products. This fund series approach/strategy was 

tested by the GFC with Fund I and the absolute as well as the relative performance survived well. 

 

The Fund’s terms are generally consistent with similar funds available. 

 

The attached document was prepared by Townsend Holdings LLC (d/b/a The Townsend Group, solely at the 

request of, and for the benefit of, The State of New Mexico State Investment Council (“NMSIC”) for the 

purpose of assisting NMSIC in evaluating a prospective investment in the Fund. This is a public version of the 

 



 

investment recommendation. Portions of the original document have been removed for confidentiality 

purposes. This public document does not constitute an advertisement, investment advice or an offer or 

solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument.  Past performance is no guarantee of future 

results.  Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. 

 




